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Get the slides here: 
www.markempa.com/cafo
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Source: http://www.cfstwo.com

Why this?
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1 in 3 Americans lack confidence in 
nonprofits    -The Chronicle of Philanthropy Poll

Trust Gap
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Channels and Noise
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Antonio Damasio, Neuroscientist
University of Southern California
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It begins with empathy
Understanding your donors thoughts and feelings
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Connect with donor emotions
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But Brian, isn’t 
empathy obvious? 

Hattula, Johannes,. Et al. “Managerial Empathy Facilitates Egocentric Predictions 
of Consumer Preferences.” Journal of Marketing Research, 2015, 18.

We use our own bias/preferences (thinking it is 
donor empathy)
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7 ways empathy can inspire donors to act
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①Put your donors first
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Use donor-centric language

36.7% increase in 
conversion rate

Experiment ID: #1039

Control Treatment

Principals in action:

Use words they say
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How personal tone affects click rate
Control Treatment

91.3% increase in 
clickthrough rate

Experiment ID: #4116

Principals in action:

Talk with donors and speak to their interests 
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②Map their motivation
Why do donors give?
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How motivations affect click rate
C: Speaker T1:Donor File

44.7% increase in 
open rate

Experiment ID: #4609

Principals in action:

Focus on value/results they’ll get
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How premiums impact donor motivation

Experiment ID: #6145

53.8% increase in 
revenue

Tested Elements:
• Added premium book for $100 gift or more
• Included image of book

Principals in action:

Sometimes people are transactional and 
motivated by incentives
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How to build an empathy map for your donors
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Things you can do to map donor motivation
• Use Empathy Maps
• Do empathetic listening
• Meet donors via Zoom or face-to-face

Get the Free Empathy Map Checklist
www.markempa.com/empathy-map-checklist
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③ Use the time/ask effect
Connect to different beliefs and goals
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The Happiness 
of Giving
Asking for time vs. money 
increases the amount of 
donation (Donor Empathy)
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Benefit

Cost

Time and money asks activate different beliefs and goals

Money ask

How will I feel?

vs

Time ask
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Time and money asks activate different beliefs and goals

Emotional MindsetTime-Ask

Value Maximization
Mindset

Money-Ask

Happiness of 
Giving Gift Amount
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Time-Ask Effect experiment
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Time-Ask Effect Results

Version Gift 
Amount Relative Diff Stat Confidence

Money-Ask First $6.65
Time-Ask First $11.50 53.44% 98%

53.44% increase in gift amount

Principals in action:

When people agree to help/give their time they 
will be more likely to donate to your cause
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③ Do conversations, 
not campaigns

Don’t market to me, converse with me
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Experiment: Background

Background: Think-tank soliciting year-end donations to meet annual fundraising goal.

Goal: To increase donations.

Research Question: Which email will generate the most revenue?

Test Design: A/B split test 

Experiment ID: #616
Record Location: NextAfter Digital Research Library
Research Partner: The Heritage Foundation
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Version A

Testing more conversational and empathetic tone
Version B

136.2% increase in conv. rate
103.5% increase in average gift

380.7% increase in revenue
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What doesn’t work: impersonal and formal
Version A

Donor Empathy Index

EMOTION 
CUSTOMER FOCUS

RELEVANCE 

CLARITY
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What works: conversational tone

• More empathetic

• More conversational

Version B
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④ Be congruent
Keep your conversation on topic
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Conversation congruency across channels

The ad Landing page Confirmation Page Welcome Email

Experiment ID: #314
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Experiment: Increasing conversation congruency 
The ad

Experiment ID: #314
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Experiment: Increasing conversation congruency 
Control Landing Page Treatment Landing Page

Treatment maintains a consistent visual experience
Keeps congruent conversation from ad to landing page

39.2% increase in 
conversion rate

Principals in action:

When you are more congruent, it changes 
the conversation to be more reciprocal
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⑤ Design messages for  
connection

Focus on connection not just conversion
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Messaging Example
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Same message with images
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Does method of messaging affect donor giving?

Control Treatment

Source: https://www.nextafter.com/research/2017/08/how-the-way-value-prop-is-presented-on-a-donation-page-affects-donor-conversion-rate/

236.0% increase in conversion 
rate
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⑥Give useful content 
they want 

The best fundraising feels like helping (because it is)
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Content and related channels

Principals in action:

Test the following: eBook, petitions, surveys, 
courses, access to free resources
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More things you can do to give content they want
• Humanize your approach
• Test new content offers to help them on their journey
• Apply the platinum rule of empathy

Principals in action:

Platinum rule of empathy: Treat others as 
THEY want to be treated
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⑦Write like you talk
You just need to write like you talk.
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Subject Line Experiment

TreatmentControl

44.7% increase in 
open rate

Experiment ID: #4116

Principals in action:

Help your people humanize their approach
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Email Design Experiment 

Control Treatment 1 – “Urgency”

Treatment 2 – “Outlook”

36.3% increase in 
conversion rate

116.3% increase in 
conversion rate

Experiment ID: #4647

Principals in action:

Create tools to connect with donors better
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Example Email Shoes for Children
Dear Brian,
Good morning! I know your inbox is full of emails from nonprofits doing amazing work around the world, so thank you 
for taking the time to read mine.
Can you imagine not owning a pair of shoes?
Children from our community love attending Open Arms Academy because they know their basic needs will be met. Your 
donations offer them not only life-changing education but also healthy meals, medical care, school uniforms...and shoes! 
I wish you could see their delight when they received those brand-new shoes!
Most of our kids walk a long way to get to school every day. One little boy walks over 4.5 miles each way! And if they 
make that walk without shoes, they risk dangerous cuts or worm infestations called jiggers. These kinds of infections can 
be life-threatening, especially for our kids who are HIV positive.
As we wrap up our Back-to-School Campaign this week, we have not reached our goal of $25,000 to cover all our 
students' needs as we start a new school term in September. Would you make sure every child gets a life-saving pair of 
shoes?
For just $44, you can provide new shoes for two students! But your generosity has an impact far beyond $44. Those 
shoes allow a child to go to school, to play, and to be safe from so many diseases.
Please, help our kids know this joy of shoes by making your most generous gift today.
There are just a few more days before school starts up again. We really need your help today!
Here's the link one more time: www.OpenArmsInternational.org/give.
Thank you!
Kaytie Fiedler

https://www.openarmsinternational.org/give-today-email?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f239d262-0925-4474-9f01-f3e6bc727b4f
https://www.openarmsinternational.org/give-today-email
https://www.openarmsinternational.org/give-today-email
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Things you can do empower those in proximity
• Train/help team apply their empathy to donors
• Ask about what is getting in the way of connecting with donors
• Review emails, social media, call guides, direct mail for donor empathy
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Be the change you want to see
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Takeaways
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Thank you 
Contact me:
Brian Carroll

brian@markempa.com
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